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Task 1
(a)

(a) Staff sign on at tills

(c)

(d) A system where the level of achievement of budgets by managers is monitored

(b)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
Task 2

(a) Theft of inventories, (c) The impact of raw material price rises
(b) Checking invoices to purchase orders

(b) It will identify errors in the cash book or by the bank
Aneta Jankowski, the Payroll Clerk

(c) The gift can be accepted as the value is not significant or likely to cause bias in staff

(a)

The budget is a fixed budget. This means that the figures for revenue and costs are set in advance
as a target and are not updated to reflect changes in volumes of activities.

(b)

All the costs are round percentages of revenue. Materials is 40%, labour 30% and distribution 11%
of revenue. Each of power, equipment and administration are 4% of revenue.

(c)

(d)

Fixed budgets are useful as targets for managers to work towards, they can help with
communicating and co-ordinating plans.

Whilst it is possible that these figures did represent the split of costs at some time in the past, the
analysis is superficial. This is partly because many of the costs are fixed and will not change when
sales volumes change, unlike materials and labour. In addition, variable costs will be affected by
different factors, materials costs will change depending on the mix of items produced, distribution
costs will change depending on the distance to customers and the price of fuel. All of these things
are ignored by budgets which just allocate a share of revenue to each cost.
These facts mean that the budgeted figures will not have been realistic targets for managers to
work towards and they will not have been motivated to try to achieve them.

The variances shown in the budgetary control report do not reflect efficiencies or otherwise in
production. Sales revenue grew by almost 6% in the year ended 20-7, if the materials budget were
flexed to include this level of growth, it would become approximately £3,052,000 which is £8,000
more than actual costs. Similarly, labour costs would be revised to approximately £2,289,000 which
is only £8,000 less than was incurred. The Production Director’s judgement is not valid – we do not
have enough information to establish how efficient production is at CCL.

Rolling budgets could be useful for CCL for 20-8. These would be most useful if prepared with
participation from CCL managers as BBL’s managers lack the detailed knowledge of CCL’s
business to be able to set realistic targets and produce workable plans.

Managers from Leeds and Newcastle working together, could initially produce detailed budgets for
the first three months of the year and a very general budget for the remaining nine months. At the
end of month one, the budget for month four could be produced in detail and an outline budget for
month one of the next year produced. This would mean that managers will always have detailed
short term plans to work with and a general longer term plan for the rest of the year.

The budgets will be time consuming to produce but the fact that they will give CCL management
clear direction at a time of upheaval is an important benefit. Involvement of CCL management in
the production of these budgets should also improve their motivation and commitment both to
achieving the budgets and to staying on in the business.
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Task 3

Weakness

Potential problem for the company

The Payroll Clerk checks
discrepancies with shift
managers.

If shift managers are in collusion with an employee they could cover
up over-stated hours. Payroll costs would be inflated.

Employees clock in to work
using their employee code.

The Accountant does not check
details from the payroll prints
back to time clock records.

Production staff are paid weekly.
Staff are paid in cash.

Employees are not required to
sign for their wages.

Sharon Dixon collects cash from
the bank at roughly the same
time each week.
The payroll system is not
integrated with the accounting
system.
Task 4
(a)
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Codes could be passed between employees and staff clock in for
each other. Payroll costs would be inflated.

Any changes or amendments to these records would not be
identified – there is a risk of fraud by the Payroll Clerk who could
increase the hours worked of a friend or be bribed to increase the
hours worked of any staff member.

This is time consuming for staff – especially the Payroll Clerk who
has to report the figures to HMRC and post journals manually each
week.

This is very time consuming for both the Payroll Clerk and the
Cashier. There is an increased risk of theft whilst the money is
stored in the safe overnight. In addition there is an increased risk of
fraud as the Payroll Clerk both runs the payroll and makes up the
pay packets.
The company has no evidence that employees have been paid – a
dishonest employee could claim not to have been paid but the
company would not be able to prove otherwise.

The Cashier would be an easy target for criminals trying to steal the
cash.

Data needs to be manually posted from one system to the other, this
includes a risk of human error and is time consuming.

Marginal costing is a system where the unit cost of a product includes just the variable cost of
making it, normally comprising direct materials, direct labour and variable overheads. In a marginal
costing statement of profit and loss, marginal costs are deducted from revenue to calculate
“contribution”. From this total the running costs of the organisation are deducted. It is argued that
this is a fair way of representing results because these running costs – such as factory rent and
supervisors’ salaries – are incurred for time periods and are not linked to individual products so
should not be reported as if they were.

This makes marginal costing very suitable for use in short-term decision making situations because
the additional contribution arising from a decision can easily be calculated and decisions made
based on the impact on profits. As Martin Stevens noted, if there are limiting factors, profits can be
maximised by calculating contributions per unit of scarce resource and choosing to produce
products with the highest contribution per unit of scarce resource.

Marginal costs can be used to set selling prices, but it can be difficult to establish the level of mark-
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up needed as the mark-up will have to be large – enough to cover the firm’s overheads and provide
a profit. The calculation is complex because the mark-up required per unit will go down as sales
units increase but sales will go down as prices increase and the impacts of price on sales volumes
are always difficult to estimate.

When it comes to financial reporting, marginal costing is not acceptable because accounting
standards require that inventory is valued at the full cost to make it – including an appropriate share
of production overheads. The argument being that the factory and shift managers etc are only there
to enable production and so their costs are part of the cost of production. This means that firms
which do use marginal costing for internal reporting will need to use absorption costing as well for
their annual accounts.

Absorption costing is a system whereby unit costs include, in addition to the variable costs, a
share of the fixed production overheads of a company. This costing system is acceptable for use
in production of statutory accounts. When calculating selling prices a smaller margin needs to be
added to unit costs as the margin to be added just needs to cover profits. This reduces the range
of possible prices and sales volumes – so simplifies calculations somewhat.

However absorption costing cannot be used in short term decision making situations as the unit
costs will add overheads into calculations – overheads which are probably unaffected by the
decision in hand. In addition, methods chosen to apportion overheads between departments and
products can be arbitrary, leading to inaccurate product costs. The inclusion of overheads in unit
costs means that when a firm increases its inventories some of the overheads for the period will
not be charged against profits, but will be carried forward in the inventory valuation. This can lead
to unethical and dysfunctional management behaviour as inventory levels could be built up in order
to reduce the cost of overheads charged against profits and thus to boost profits. In a firm like BBL
where inventories are perishable the inventories might end up being scrapped which would be very
costly. Such dysfunctional behaviour would not occur with a marginal costing system.
Activity based costing is a refinement of absorption costing in which overheads are allocated
more specifically against the causes of overhead costs (the activities). This leads to more accurate
unit costs, but would take a lot of time from the accounts team to set-up and so would be costly.
However, if overheads make up a big proportion of the unit costs of products the expense might be
justified.

Life cycle costing is a method where-by the costs and revenues to be generated by a product in
total are evaluated at the start of its life. For instance with the launch of a new salmon and cream
cheese bagel, BBL would estimate how long the product would sell for, how many units would be
sold and the revenues and costs over its whole life. Decisions would then be based on the life cycle
costs and income rather than just on the results of say, the first year’s sales.

This method helps to ensure that decisions take into account not just revenues as they arise in
trading but also product development costs and any after sales service costs. This approach is very
useful in high tech industries – such as mobile phones – where product development and after
sales costs tend to be high, and product lives are in the region of about five years. However it may
be less useful in BBL where development and after sales costs are low and some product lives are
only for one season.
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(b)

(1)
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50/1000g x £6.50 = £0.325

Increase in costs: £0.325 – £0.25 = £0.075
New profit £0.56 – 0.075 = £0.485

New margin = 0.485/2.5 x 100 = 19.4%

(2)

Margin = £2.50 x 22% = £0.55

Total cost = £2.50 x 78% = £1.95

Materials cost: £1.95 – £0.67 – £0.53 = £0.75
Brie cost: £0.75 – £0.49 = £0.26

Brie weight = £0.26/£6.5per kg = 0.040kg, 40g

(3)

Task 5
(a)

Customers may feel that the quality of the product is reduced and be unhappy with BBL. The
firm could lose customers – as BBL sells a range of different products to each customer the
impact could be large as the customers may choose to have a single “food to go” provider
and may switch to another company and buy all their products elsewhere.

Ratio

Year ended
31.12.20-4

Year ended
31.12.20-5

Year ended
31.12.20-6

21.8%

20.5%

21.0%

3.8 times

3.8 times

3.9 times

34.0%

32.0%

41.1%

2.8:1

2.8:1

2.8:1

Inventory holding period

12 days

11 days

9 days

Trade payables payment period

26 days

Profitability

Gross profit margin

Operating profit margin

Asset turnover (capital employed)
Return on capital employed
Financial position

Gearing (total long term finance)
Liquidity

Quick/acid test ratio

Working capital management
Trade receivables collection period

3.8%

14.25%

57 days

3.5%

13.3%

58 days

27 days

4.0%

15.8%

59 days

27 days
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(b)

1

The effect on product mix of growth in value products in 20-5 and of premium products in
20-6

3

Deteriorated in 20-5 and improved in 20-6

2

4

5

6

Task 6
(a)

Are caused by both changes in the gross profit margin and the level of fixed operating costs
Has increased, but interest cover remains strong so the company’s financial position does
not give cause for concern
Is not a cause for concern and indicates good inventory control

Shows that the amount of trade credit given to BBL is likely to have grown over the last three
years

Note: Cost of sales has been used to calculate trade payables days instead of purchases.
Cost of sales includes labour and production overheads as well as materials. If trade
payables are equivalent to 27 days of cost of sales, they will be equivalent to many more
days worth of purchases, so supplers will not be being paid within 30 days.

Sales order processing
Weakness

For customers with regular orders there is
only one check each month that the account
is below its credit limit.
Single credit referencing check for new
customer accounts and no periodic reviews
of existing accounts.
Sales teams can set up and amend credit
limits.

Transaction recording

Impacts

Sales could be made which put customers’
accounts above their credit limit, increasing
the risk of irrecoverable debts and tying up
more working capital in trade receivables.
BBL could be making credit sales to
customers who are not financially healthy,
and who may struggle to pay their debts
when due.

The sales team have an interest in raising
sales credit limits to sell more.

Sales could be made to customers who are
not credit-worthy, so the risk of bad debts is
higher.

Weakness

Impacts

James Bray responsible for issuing all credit
notes and invoices.

Risk of fraud – James could work in
collusion with a customer and issue
unauthorised credit notes to cancel the
customers’ debt.

No check to ensure that all despatches have
been invoiced.

Credit notes up to £500 approved by
customer account managers. No monitoring
of the level of credit notes issued.
Printing and posting invoices to customers.

Computer error, failure to fully upload or
employee fraud to result in sales being
made which are not invoiced.

Risk of fraud by customer, or between
customer account manager and customer, or
by James Bray, exacerbated by lack of
monitoring.
Slow, inefficient and expensive.
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(b)

Sales order processing (one from)
Weakness

Recommendation

Single credit referencing check for new
customer accounts and no periodic reviews
of existing accounts.

Trade and bank references should also be
requested.

For customers with regular orders there is
only one check each month that the account
is below its credit limit.

Transaction recording (one from)

Existing accounts should have credit check
completed at regular intervals – at a
minimum annually.

Recommendation

James Bray responsible for issuing all credit
notes and invoices.

Introduce segregation of duties. Could
Padma Patel, the Accounts Payable Clerk
be responsible for issuing sales credit notes
– and possibly James Bray for recording
purchase credit notes?

Credit notes approved by customer account
managers. No monitoring of the level of
credit notes issued.

Printing and posting invoices to customers.
(c)

Checks should be carried out on a daily
basis.

Weakness

No check to ensure that all despatches have
been invoiced.
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Report should be produced to show
despatch notes not yet invoiced. If this is not
possible, a daily check of the number of
despatches against the number of invoices
should be made.

Reduce limit for no approval to say £100,
approval for all above this limit by Alice
Rowlands.

Sales returns day book to be monitored by
Gary Williams, the Accountant to identify
suspicious items or trends.

Investigate the option of sending invoice out
electronically.

1

Checking trade and bank references – cost of stationery for standard letters and stamps to
send out reference requests along with SAEs for replies. These would be incremental costs.

2

Checking trade and bank references – reduced risk of irrecoverable debts – this is a nonquantifiable benefit because the possible value of irrecoverable debts which could occur
cannot be realistically estimated.

The cost of staff time spent reviewing the replies would be an opportunity costs if staff
substitute the checking for other productive work. If additional time needs to be paid for so
that staff can review the replies then the cost would be an incremental cost.

